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Seneca Lake Park  
Open House  

Meeting Minutes 
 
 
Date of Meeting: October 13, 2012, 9:00 AM Re:  Public Input Meeting 

Location: Seneca Maintenance Building   

Submitted By: Jamie Dobrozsi and Bruce Rankin, 
(Bruce Lunde Attending) 

  

   

ITEMS DISCUSSED: 

The Open House was held to inform the public about the Master Planning effort currently 
underway.  Bruce Rankin led with a short presentation describing the process, the progress to 
date, and the schedule for completion of this first phase.  The current site evaluations with 
the opportunities and constraints boards were shown and the highlights mentioned. 

Subsequent to the presentation, the floor was opened to the attendees for their comments on 
the current conditions at the park and desired features for the future.  The comments have 
been tabulated and re-ordered by subject. 

Access 

1. Signage and wayfinding should be added to direct visitors around the site 
2. Gate house needs to be open and manned during park hours (in season) 24 hours 
3. Provide a by-pass or pull off area at the guard house to eliminate back-up when a new 

visitor is taking time getting registered or asking questions. 
4. Limit car access around the laundry area; increase parking; provide some controls on 

who may use the laundry; provide commercial size units 
5. Add better paving for scooters (and walkers) and separated walkways from traffic  

Services 

1. There is concern that the cost of upgrades will cause an increase in fees. 
2. Recommend fee for public docks; currently visitors do not pay dock fees 
3. Provide information, including maps of unreserved sites, to daily campers to alleviate 

excess driving around 
4. Update registration (online) and add lot inventory 
5. Separation of seasonal from daily campers is recommended by some but would be a 

hindrance to others who would like families to be able to camp close 
6. Boat trailer parking is restrictive; additional parking would be a benefit 
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7. Parking at docks is limited for people lunching or retrieving boats; the connection from 
the marina point to the peninsula needs upgraded 

8. A tree replacement program would help filling in areas 
9. The following items are suggested: 

 Playground equipment 
 Paddle boats 
 Inflatables 

10. Provide boat tie offs at the beach so boat travelers can access the beach from the 
water 

11. Medical safety AED, ETC availability and locations should be communicated. It was also 
suggested that a safety committee be started to enhance safety awareness and who is 
trained 

12. It was suggested to tag trailers coming in so outsiders can be identified 
13. Add putt-putt golfing facilities 
14. There are concerns about space running out in the park especially if the lots are 

reconfigured 
15. Do not displace seasonal campers based on changes or upgrades 
16. Provide Wi-Fi throughout the camp area 
17. It was noted by several attendees that rangers are visible and courteous as well as the 

administrators 
18. Host and hostess program should be reinstated so welcome and help visitors 
19. Add a kiosk-activity board for communication to visitors and campers 
20. Add a pet area so pet waste can be minimized 
21. Enhance lake patrol for stickers; currently this is only done during the week and may 

be too predictable 
22. Provide a weekender’s dedicated dock 
23. Phone announcements should be enhanced to provide service to cell phones 
24. The communication process for this park upgrade process should include the use of the 

following: 
 Email 
 Facebook 

25. Year round camping is desired 

Facilities 

1. Showers need temperature control; it is hard to adjust and water can be very hot. Also 
there is a need to increase the number of showers. 

2. Toilet operation is poor 
3. The laundry area needs to be upgraded; current problems are: 
 The laundry is hard to get to 
 Parking is restrictive 
 Currently there is only one laundry on site; an additional laundry facility is 

recommended 
 Not enough washers/dryers 
 Industrial W/D should be added for service staff 

4. Log cabins need maintenance and upgrades 
5. A pavilion is recommended that has plumbing, power, lighting, and the walls can open 

up 
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Utilities 

1. Infrastructure needs to be upgraded 
 Power- low voltage is a common problem during the season  
 Water 

2. There are only 16 full hookups for 300+ sites(not sufficient) 

Safety 

1. Lighting should be increased to necessary areas at night such as toilet buildings, etc. 
2. Restricting access to certain areas of the camp may improve safety and eliminate 

vandalism 
3. Removal of pine trees around the trailers to prevent damage 
4. Cruising is a problem due to interaction with children and increasing traffic; speeding 

is also a problem 
5. Volunteer program needs to return 
6. Add signs showing no-wake areas; some signs have moved 
7. People in no-wake zones ignore signs and cause boat damage 

Activities 

1. BSI Shelter House 
2. Develop programs for volunteers to help with park clean up and activities 
3. Currently there is no place for public fishing; visitors currently use the private docks 
4. Playground in campground with benches should be added 
5. A tour boat which would bring in the community would be an enhancement 
6. Attractions for local residence will promote park usage 
7. Open Cemetery and other trails back up which are currently closed to logging 
8. The marina should be open year round; this may be feasible by promoting community 

involvement and increasing usage. 
9. Additional programming would be a benefit; suggested programs include: 
 Youth 
 Farmer’s market 
 Horseshoes/cornhole 
 Nature programs/historical stuff 
 Halloween haunted/scary 
 Fall foliage tour 
 Bird watching 
 Better organization of the large events like the fireworks is recommended 

Logistics 

1. Paved areas should be provided for trailers with larger camp areas on angles so 
backing in is easier 

2. Marina Point launch ramp has poor lighting and needs upgraded 
3. Courtesy dock at boat ramp is recommended for people bringing in or taking out boats 
4. Stop signs ignored and speeding is a problem 
5. Supervision or control on big trailers is recommended  
6. Pull through sites for large trailers would be better 
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